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TWIN ULTRAMATIC, IS IT A CURSE OR A BLESSING?
Packards International Motor Car Club has, for some
time, been providing their members a transmission
conversion from the Ultramatic to a Chrysler 727
Torqueflite. Harold Gibson of Pasedena, California has
been the point of contact on this project. I contacted Harold
a few years ago, but he was unable to offer any help for us
1956 Golden Hawk Owners. Harold's letter follows:

was the only automatic transmission to be developed by an
automotive independent. It is a rather complicated and
sophisticated system and quite ahead of its time, according
to a local transmission expert. Its lock up feature, which
caused the entire planetary driving system to rotate as a
solid coupling with no gear reduction, preceded more
modern transmissions.
I have heard many stories about how these
transmissions were leaking on the assembly line in Detroit,
and how they simply couldn't hold up to the torque of the
big Packard power plant. I don't know how it works, but I
can sure tell when it isn't working correctly.
I have had mine repaired three times and each time it
has worked better than before. I believe that each time the
mechanic who worked on it has had more experience and
perseverance and it haw shown up in the finished product.
My experience has shown the Ultramatic to be a
smooth, quiet transmission when it is working properly. It
has also powered quite a few heavy Packards, Hudsons,
and Nashs for many years. I don't know what kind of
problems the Packard owners are having, but something
must have triggered the Torqueflite conversion kit.
It is not fair for me to condemn the Ultramatic at this
stage because my only experience with it has been after ir
was almost thirty years old. I don't know what kind of
problems were encountered during the early years,
however Studebaker issued many Service Bulletins
covering Ultramatic modifications.
One thing for sure is the fact that sitting behind better
than 275 HP, it probably was not babied for the major part
of its life.
I have included Harold's description and Ken's
discussion of the 727 Torqueflite conversion plus several
Service Bulletin excerpts which address Ultramatic
problems. I'll include the remainder of the Service Bulletin
excerpts in issue 009.
Thanks to Ken for taking the time to submit this
material and if I were him, I'd change my phone number in
a hurry.

Frank: I'm sorry, but the conversion kit was not made to fit
the Golden Hawk. Enclosed is the description of the
Chrysler Torqueflite trans. Your trans has the short stubby
tail shaft.
I think your best deal is to completely overhaul your
transmission by a person who knows the fine points. If you
go this route, be sure to remove the water cooler from your
lower hose and install an air cooler (Haden makes this
unit). Install in front of your radiator. This will drop the oil
temp 100 degrees.
Sorry you don't live closer to my home.
Happy Packarding - Harold E. Gibson
Member Ken Schmidt has followed up on this effort
and has the following:
Sir: I originally joined your club in November 1989. Since
then, I sent for and received a copy of the original
production order for my 1956 Golden Hawk, a copy of
which I have included for your files.
In my original letter, I also mentioned that I modified
my Golden Hawk by replacing the Ultramatic transmission
with a Chrysler 727 Torqueflite transmission. Since I have
had several inquiries about the installation, I have also
included a brief description of the installation if you think
it should be shared with other club members.
The third item is a check to help offset your postal and
reproduction charges.
Thank You:
Kenneth Schmidt 2826 E. Decatur Mesa, Arizona 85213
I read recently in Old Cars Weekly that the Ultramatic
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SUMMARY
KEN SCHMIDT HAS CONVERTED HIS ULTRAMATIC TO THE CHRYSLER 727 TORQUEFLITE TRANSMISSION
BY MODIFYING THE KIT OFFERED BY PACKARDS INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CLUB.
BILL GLASS OFFERS A T-SHIRT WITH A 1956 GOLDEN HAWK ON THE FRONT OF IT FOR $9.95 PLUS $1.50
POSTAGE (address is 18 Lorenz Dr. Valhalla, N.Y. 10595 Tel. 914-946-2280)
DENNIS LARKINS NEEDS INFORMATION ON THE EARLY MODEL PAINT SCHEME.
(Address is 2491 Sawmill Rd. Apt 1604 Santa Fe, N.M. 87505).
FRANK AMBROGIO HAS REPRODUCTION OIL FILTER DECALS AVAILABLE FOR $3.00 + SMALL SASE. SEE
ISSUE #002.
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